IMAGICIAN

This game gives a new twist to ‘connect the dots’:
Players connect simultaneously ingredients on their boards
and try to be the first to guess what they are drawing.

GAMEPLAY
SEE NEXT PAGE FOR THE NECESSARY EQUIPMENT.
We will regularly publish a series of 4 imagic cards on our Facebook page:
Each imagic card shows different ingredients (from the 108 ingredients of the board)
that you must either connect or circle following the drawing rules explained in the 3 examples below
(the complete rulebook is also available on our website).
1- The first player who guesses what the drawing is turns the hourglass and writes down their answer.
(Note: sometimes you need to turn the paper sheet to guess what the shape represents.)
2- The other players then have 30 seconds to finish drawing and write down their answer.
3 - If the answer is correct, tick 1 star (2 stars if you started the countdown)
If you are unsure or disagree, you can check the answer on the solution page included with the
4-riddle Print and Play. Synonyms are considered correct answers.

After 4 challenges the player who has the most stars wins.

Each path represents a line.
Note: ingredients at the ends
of an open path should not be
connected.

Ingredients out of a path:
circle the ingredient

Ingredients with a shooting star:
go through this ingredient drawing a
curve

PRINT ONE PAGE FOR EACH PLAYER
(PRINT IN BLACK AND WHITE FOR A MORE CHALLENGING GAME)
Take a pencil and an eraser so you can use the sheet for different riddles
or if you have erasable pens, slide the sheet in a clear plastic sleeve.
You also need a 30-second hourglass (or the timer of your phone).
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THESE 4 IMAGIC CARDS ARE NOT PART OF THE 184 RIDDLES OF THE UPCOMING GAME

SOLUTIONS

The three little pigs built them out of straw,
sticks or bricks.
The correct answer is: H---E
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Look at the solution of the first riddle, then add
wheels and an engine to find the correct answer:
C----- V--

It has wings, but it is not a bird.
The correct answer is: P---E
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An animal mentioned in the solution to the first riddle:
The correct answer is: P-G
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